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speaking in 
tongues

Why do neWs 
channels choose 
english to state 
their national 

differences
| TexT by ShumoN bASAr | hAve you wATched the news lately? War? famine? rioting? 

economic crisis? Make that crises. one is never enough now. 
history repeating itself, as Marx would say, in all its tragic and 
comic fullness. the news amply reminds us, on a daily basis, 
that the world is a shitty, dangerous and dysfunctional disap-
pointment. try as they may, no number of whooshing motion 
graphics and tribal drum effects can truly dull this fact. not 
even a “feelgood” item featuring a precocious ferret saying the 
word “fuck!” on cue. in that time, another bomb somewhere 
has detonated. 

someone’s mother, father or child becomes a sound bite-primed 
statistic. Without numbers – or more precisely, body counts – 
the news couldn’t be the news. 

how and why the world is such a pitiless shit-pit depends 
on whose news you’re listening to. But does it matter which 
language they’re delivering it in? for many of the emerging 
economic powerhouses in the world, the answer gleaned from 
surfing satellite channels today is a resounding yes. 

once upon a time, not so long ago, one of the very last things 
the West was able to export to the rest of the world was its moral 
superiority. acclaimed news services such as the BBc World 
service, new york times, le Monde, der spiegel, etc; embodied 
enlightenment values, wielded like a sword: truth, reason, 
rigour. this was media made to make everyone without a “free 
press” feel deficient, envious. 

even now, as the european union faces systemic, conta-
gious crisis, america’s credit rating is “downgraded” for 
the first time ever, and the Murdoch media empire sullied 

by phone-hacking high jinks, do we not all turn to the very 
same stable sources to find out what is happening around us? 
probably not. a proliferation of state-funded, english-speaking 
news channels from doha to Beijing has expanded available 
choice. surely one of the hallmarks of our time: apparently 
infinite choice, but the same finite number of hours in a day. 
it has ushered in new forms of international english borne 
from diasporic traces of a global education aimed at like-
minded citizens. 

the news studios boast brightly coloured layouts, sleek desks, 
impeccable anchors with groomed suits. the ticker-timer 
running constantly across the bottom of the screen desper-
ately updating you with what’s now right now. all these are 
visual, aural, informational tropes that have been taken up from 
tehran to Mumbai. they signify that this is “serious objective 
news,” comparable to BBc World service, the new york times, 
le Monde, der spiegel… 

despite a third of the world’s population being chinese or 
indian (a convincing argument surely for cantonese, Mandarin 
or hindi as the next universal lingua franca), the colonial 
language of choice – english – now serves a cunning post-
colonial purpose. english’s purported neutrality smuggles 
through all manner of vested political propaganda and regional 
hysteria. Watch simultaneous coverage of the same news story 
on several channels, and not so subtle nationalistic differences 
of perception present themselves – in the polite garb of Malay 
or columbian accented english. the form says one thing, the 
words another. and the hybrid accents something else yet 
again. if the world is not flat, the use of english to describe it on 
a daily basis makes it look as if it is. 
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here is a selection of what’s out there. 

press tV 
there is a fine line between myth-busting and paranoid 
conspiracy-mongering. 

and this is the very line that iran’s state-controlled press tV 
builds an entire news-mandate from. it is fired by the same anti-
imperialist, straight-talking vim that fuels iran’s casually attired 
president, Mahmoud ahmadinejad. no opportunity is missed 
on press tV, and many are created, to lambast america’s polit-
ical hypocrisy and meddling interventionism. in fact a whole 
programme is dedicated to this pursuit: afshin rattansi’s double 
standards. imagine Jon stewart’s daily show, but with hand-
drawn cartoon pisstakes of american politicians. rattansi’s 
english could pass as indigenous at eton Boys’ school, but this 
all the more arms him to satirise the West’s follies from within. 
the keiser report, which is also aired on russia today, extends 
the america-bashing to the endemic corruption inherent in 
the greed-fest that is also known as the global financial market-
place. is it ironic that american accents are aplenty across all 
the channel’s presenters? or mocking? as in, “look! We can 
find american educated people to defame the country that 
gave them this accent!” press tV’s male anchors never don 
neck-ties (an iranian no-no) and sport well-trimmed beards; 
while every female correspondent, Muslim or not, is required 
to wear a hijāb, thus exporting the revolutionary dictate of 
the iranian republic to secular countries worldwide. last but 
not least, george galloway’s late-night phone-in rants surely 
evidence the channel’s stated plight to “encourage human 
beings of different nationalities, races and creeds to identify 
with one another.” that is, if they can decipher Mr galloway’s 
perma-irate, scottish pronunciation. 

russia today 
“the channel is government funded but shapes its edito-
rial policy free from political and commercial influence… 
We’re here to bring you another story.” the cold War may 
have officially thawed 20 years ago, but its legacy lives on in 
russian media. russia today (rt) opts for citrus green as its 
chromatic background, inverting any assumption that russia 
is, or was, ever commie red. stories of border disputes with 
former soviet satellites remind you that the union survives in 
idea if not in international law. Vladimir putin appears with 
calming frequency – clothing optional – to share his nation’s 
schadenfreude at america and europe’s economic and military 
woes. news anchors: chiselled in appearance, their delivery of 
english tinged with eastern bloc stoicism. during the ratko 
Mladić trial, rt chose to highlight a different narrative than 
the srebrenica massacre where 8,000 Bosnian Muslim men and 
boys had been killed. instead, it chose to ask about the deaths of 
serbs at Bosnian hands, insinuating that similar genocides had 
taken place but without the disapprobation of the international 
community. they did promise “another story,” didn’t they? 

cctV neWs 
Broadcast from its looped skyscraper in Beijing (designed by 
the dutch firm o.M.a. in favour of an indigenous chinese 
architect), state-controlled cctV announces that “a new asia 
has emerged,” and this is its voice. Whether the question of 
tibet, google or the chinese communist party comes up, 
china often states that the outside world simply does not - or 
cannot - understand its psychology or principles. 

cctV news is an uncharacteristically non-belligerent attempt 
to project china’s moderated modernism. its emphasis on 
asian-interest stories, and by implication, china’s moral or 

economic influence within, is portrayed by a core crew of 
chinese news anchors whose english is openly inflected by 
cantonese. chinese domination of the english language does 
not involve embodying it entirely. instead, it appropriates 
language in the same the manner that the fake apple store in 
kunming recently revealed the fake iphone, five months before 
even scheduled for release. you also find american, english 
and australian english-speaking reporters to provide that 
authenticity patina common to all of these channels: vested 
internationalism. 

al JaZeera english 
Between 2001 and 2006, the words al and Jazeera were 
shorthand for taliban sympathisers and al-Qaeda’s media 
mouthpiece, according to the Bush regime. Much of that 
demonisation hinged on al Jazeera being in arabic, a language 
that cried out “terrorist” as unambiguously as a turban. then, 
Qatar launched al Jazeera english (aJe). ever since, it feels like 
the gravitational centre of international news reportage has 
shifted eastwards. More so since the start of the “arab spring,” 
which is fast heading into the “arab autumn”. it is not just that 
aJe was formed from the ashes of recently redundant BBc staff, 
nor that it poached well-known journalist-personalities like 
rageh omaar and david frost. But it was the first international 
news network to have four broadcast centres: kuala lampur, 
doha, london and Washington dc. as the world turns, so 
does aJe’s coverage. ethnicities, skin colours and accents vary 
across the anchors but the language of english unites them all. 
“Balance” may be a word once associated with the BBc news 
service, but aJe actively enacts it in programmes such as inside 
story, which pits three divergent experts against one another on 
a single topic for 30 minutes. like many of the other channels 
mentioned here, aJe commands a regional focus (the Middle 
east), but its in-depth coverage of latin america and africa 
adheres to the station’s ambition “to balance the information 
flow between the south and the north.” so far, so ground-
breaking. however, even this new behemoth has its political 
blind spots, to be found in what isn’t said about delicate matters 
in neighbouring saudi arabia, Bahrain and its own backyard, 
Qatar. the only language universal enough for these instances 
is silence. 
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